INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is one of the most common brain disorders, and it causes seizures. It occurs in about one in every 26 people. That means that if 60 people are in your class, it is likely that 2 of them will have epilepsy. Epilepsy has been around since the beginning of time and has been called many names, including the "sacred disease" and the "falling sickness" [1] . There are many famous people with epilepsy, including Julius Caesar, Prince, and Lil' Wayne. Even though epilepsy is so common, it is one of the most misunderstood disorders. This could be because, in many parts of the world, epilepsy is still associated with the divine. So, patients not only live with the symptoms of epilepsy, but also face the stigma of having a disorder that people do not understand. Stigmas are labels that we give people that make us treat them differently than others. While scientists and doctors have made medications to help with the symptoms, epilepsy medicine only helps 70% of patients. All patients must still fight the stigmas and how people treat them. This is why epilepsy research is extremely important for human health.
EPILEPSY AND ITS "SACRED" ORIGINS
What makes epilepsy and seizures so mysterious? Ancient people did not understand what a seizure was. They saw that some people would have unexplained changes in their behavior, and they did not understand why. Some people thought that the gods or spirits were involved in seizures. The Romans called epilepsy the sacred disease, thinking that gods talked to people during seizures. In the Middle Ages, people believed that seizures were caused by a demon inside the body who invisibly "seized" the person. Hence the name seizure. Fear spread quickly and soon people believed that even breathing the same air as an epileptic patient could let the demon travel to other people [2] . Therefore, people with seizures were isolated and restrained. Their "doctors" were priests who tried to send the demon away. Not only were these treatments unhelpful, but they could also be dangerous for the patients. To provide the right treatment, doctors needed to know the cause of epilepsy. In the Middle Ages, they did not know what we know now. Today we know that seizures happen in the brain. The brain is responsible for almost every aspect of our behavior. The brain detects scents, creates our feelings, and holds our memories. Because seizures happen in the brain, they can change our awareness. Seizures can make epilepsy patients hear sounds that are not there or make parts of their bodies move without patients' knowledge. Figure 1A ) and see the pattern of electricity in the brain ( Figure 1B ). This is how an electroencephalography (EEG) works. Doctors use EEG to observe changes in brain activity that could be caused by seizures.
THE DAWN OF MEDICAL SCIENCE AND A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF SEIZURES
Thanks to EEG and other advancements, we have a better understanding of what happens during seizures. Seizures happen when many neurons activate, or "fire" together, and this firing may change a person's behavior. But what does this mean in terms of what the neurons are doing? Imagine that you are at a football game with your friends. At any given moment, you and your friends are talking. The group behind you is having their own conversation. Two people to your left are silently watching the game, etc. Basically, each group is only paying attention to the conversation or activity they are directly involved in. Then, one rowdy student in the stands begins a chant. Slowly, everyone in your section stops their individual conversations and joins in the chant. And now, what once was a section of independent groups doing separate activities is now all doing the same thing. The region is unified, doing and saying the exact same thing at the exact same time. What you were doing before the chant does not predict the chant happening. This is what we call synchrony, and it is what happens to brain cells during an epileptic seizure. Regardless of what the neurons were doing before, now they chant together. We can see this chant on an EEG as "spikes." Doctors look for these spikes, followed by a rest period, to confirm that a seizure happened. 
ELECTROENCEPHA-LOGRAPHY (EEG)
A medical practice where electrodes are put on the scalp to read the electrical signals of the brain. 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEIZURES
Anyone can have a seizure. Most often seizures do not look like the person is shaking. In fact, there is one type of seizure in which the person just stares. You may think that the person is just "spacing out" or daydreaming, but he may actually be experiencing a seizure! How can seizures look so different from each other? Well, the brain has different regions that control different things. What a seizure looks like depends on how big the chant is and in which brain region the chant happens. For example, if the chant is small and only happens in the brain area for vision, the seizure may only appear as flashes of light. Doctors call this type of seizure focal, because it happens in only a small area of the brain. Any part of the brain can have a focal seizure, like the frontal lobe responsible for emotions or the auditory cortex responsible for hearing. Sometimes, cells from many different brain regions can join in the chant. When this happens, the seizure is called "generalized." One type of generalized seizure is when a person falls to the ground and his or her limbs begin to shake. This is the type of seizure that is most often shown in movies and TV shows. However, this is only one type of seizure.
There are many different ways to get epilepsy. Some people get epilepsy from injuries to the head, like falling and bumping the head. Some people get epilepsy from a virus or bacteria that goes to the brain. Some people simply inherit it from their ancestors. For many people, we do not actually know how they got epilepsy.
You can be diagnosed with epilepsy at any point in your life. Many patients have their first seizure in childhood. But there are also patients who get epilepsy when they are adults. It all depends on what happens to cause the epilepsy. Epilepsy due to genes usually happens in childhood. Epilepsy from infections or injury can happen any time. If you answered "c," then congratulations, you are a seizure first-aid pro! If the seizure involves movement (a motor seizure), it may feel like the right thing to do is to hold the person down. You may feel like you want to hold down the parts of the body that are moving. But this is wrong. You should never hold down a person who is having a seizure. Remember, the person is not aware of his or her body movements and is not in control of them. As long as the neuronal chant is happening in the brain, the body will move. If you try to hold a person down, the body will still move, and you could cause a pulled muscle or dislocated joint! If the seizure involves movement, remove any hazards that could make the person trip and fall. If the person is near the corner of a table or a staircase, stand in front of the person and gently guide him or her away from the danger (Figure 2A 
WHAT TO DO WHEN SOMEONE HAS A SEIZURE

THE FUTURE OF EPILEPSY CARE
Even though doctors and scientists have made many discoveries to help with defining and treating epilepsy, we are not done yet! We have medication that stops seizures from happening for 70% of patients. However, the medicines we have do not help 30% of patients with epilepsy. Scientists are trying to understand why these drugs do not work well in those patients, and also trying to create new drugs. Scientists also study seizures to try to find new ways to prevent the chant from happening in the brain. This is a difficult task, because there are so many different ways a chant can start in the brain. This is why epilepsy research is so important. We need to create better drugs to help the 30% of people whose seizures are not controlled. Think about becoming a neuroscientist if you would like to join the fight against epilepsy.
